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Americans are obsessed with celebrities. While our fascination with fame intensified throughout the twentieth
century, the rise of the weekly gossip magazine in the early 2000s confirmed and fueled our popular culture s
celebrity mania. After a decade of diets and dates, breakups and baby bumps, celebrity gossip magazines

continue to sell millions of issues each week. Why are readers, especially young women, so attracted to these
magazines? What pleasures do they offer us? And why do we read them, even when we disagree with the
images of femininity that they splash across their hot-pink covers? Andrea McDonnell answers these
questions with the help of interviews from editors and readers, and her own textual and visual analysis.

McDonnell s perspective is multifaceted; she examines the notorious narratives of celebrity gossip magazines
as well as the genre s core features, such as the Just Like Us" photo montage and the "Who Wore It Best?"

poll.

Your ultimate source for breaking celebrity news. Im A Celebrity fans doubt Toni Pearen DOESNT read
gossip magazines Lily Allen reveals she was hooked on speed to lose weight and debated HEROIN on Miley

Cyrus tour . McDonnell A.
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By Andrea McDonnell Polity 200pp 50.00 and 15.99 ISBN 82181 and 2198 Published 23 May 2014.
Americans are obsessed with celebrities. Please be as detailed as you can when making an answer. Reading
Celebrity Gossip Magazines Heftet av forfatter Andrea McDonnell. Polity Press. Buy a discounted Paperback
of Reading. I also conducted indepth individual and focus group interviews with eleven celebrity gossip

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Reading Celebrity Gossip Magazines


magazine readers all of. Get the latest news on celebrity scandals engagements and divorces Check out our
breaking stories on Hollywoods hottest stars. Huge collection amazing choice 100 million. Andrea

McDonnells sympathetic study of celebrity magazines bringsa fresh and original approach to what she calls
the popularfeminine. Andrea McDonnell is a young media scholar who makes no secret of her passion for her
subject and her determination to persuade the academic community and the casual reader that celebrity gossip
magazines are a subject worthy of serious study. After a decade of diets and dates breakups and baby. Hair
salons around the country are boycotting celebrity gossip magazines in order to stop fuelling toxic . Joke
Hermes University of Amsterdam An outstanding analysis of the explosive rise and appeal of celebrity

magazines in the early twentyfirst.
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